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Role of the Madelung Energy in Hole Conductivity in Copper Oxides:
Dim'erence between Setulconductors and High-T, Superconductors
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The difference in the Madelung site potential, h, V~, between a hole on a copper site and one on an ox-
ygen site can control the hole's site preference and ability to delocalize. Among a variety of copper oxide
structures, eAV~ is shown to vary by —3 eV and to clearly separate two classes of compounds: Those
with eh, V~ & 47 eV are metallic with high T, and delocalized holes, whereas those with lower h, V~ are
semiconducting because their holes are self-trapped on oxygen.

PACS numbers: 74.60.Mj, 72.15.—v, 74.10.+v, 74.70.Vy

The common structural feature' of all copper oxide
high-temperature superconductors is sheets of CuO2.
There is strong evidence that the carriers responsible for
the superconductivity are pairs of holes in these sheets.
The energy of these holes is one of the most important
input parameters to theories of this phenomenon, and the
electrostatic Madelung energy is expected to give a ma-
jor contribution to this energy in these partially ionic ox-
ides. Several authors have recently shown that this
energy can account for how these holes are distributed
among the sheets and chains in VBa2Cu3O~, for exam-
ple. In this Letter, we examine a wide variety of copper
oxides and calculate the difference in the Madelung site
potential for a hole on a copper site and one on an oxy-
gen site within the CuO2 sheets; this helps to understand
which site the holes prefer, and what is the barrier to
conduction for a hole to move from Cu to 0, for exam-
ple. We show here that the Madelung site potential
makes a contribution to this energy that is large and that
varies among copper oxide compounds by as much as 3
eV. We suggest that this variation explains why, among
compounds which have virtually the same sheets of
CuO2, some are metallic and others semiconducting.

The layered copper oxide compounds of interest may
be viewed as containing partially covalently bonded
CuO2 sheets, embedded in an ionic lattice of counterions.
We calculate the electrostatic effects of these counterions
on the CuO2 sheets for a wide variety of different struc-
tures. As a useful starting point, we assume an ionic
model, in which we neglect the covalent interactions and
bandwidths within the sheets. Such an ionic approxima-
tion has been shown to be complementary to normal
band-structure calculations. More accurate calculations
will improve and go beyond this model, but the essential
physics will remain.

Thus, consider the undoped compounds, which have
sheets containing Cu and O ions, shown schemati-
cally at the top of Fig. 1; let us ask what would be the

where there is an atomic and a Madelung contribution.
Both contributions of the former favor the hole to be
centered on oxygen, while both the Madelung contribu-
tions favor the hole on copper. Using the atomic
values7 of A2o (—8.1 eV) and I3" (+36.8 eV), we esti-
mate that A2 —I3"——45 eV. A typical value for the
difference in site potentials (—+47 eV) gives +p't, —0,
indicating that the calculated energies of a hole on Cu
and of one on O are comparable.
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FIG. 1. Schematic 6gure of ionic Cu02 sheets with no holes,
with a hole on the copper site as Cu+, and with a hole on oxy-
gen as 0

energy of a hole if the compound were doped. The hole
could reside on a copper site, in the form of Cu+ (with
energy Ef, "), or on an oxygen site, in the form of O
(with energy EP). The energy of a hole on an oxygen
site, Ep, is the energy required to add a positive charge
to 0, i.e., A2, the second electron affinity of oxygen,
plus eV~, ~here V~ is the electrostatic Madelung site
potential on the oxygen site (and e is the electronic
charge). Similarly, the energy, E'h ", to add a positive
charge onto a Cu+ ion is I3", the third ionization po-
tential of copper (a substantial cost) plus eVfP. The en-
ergy difference, &&p„between a hole on an oxygen and
one on a copper site is then given by

WP' -E —E "-(A I ")+e(V —V—") (l)
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TABLE I. For the layered copper oxides in Fig. 2, the elec-
trostatic site potentials, V~" and V~, for the copper and oxy-
gen sites, respectively, and the difference between them, eDV~,
with the maximum T, observed.

Within this ionic picture, we consider insulating sheets
of CuO2 which have no holes and use standard Ewald
techniques to calculate the electrostatic site potentials
which contribute [Eq. (I)) to the energy to add a hole.
In Table I we list the known compounds that contain
such sheets of Cu+ and O . Such insulating sheets
are contained in the structure of YBa2Cu3O6, while the
sheets in YBa2Cu30~ generally have holes. Therefore,
we consider the related hypothetical, hole-free compound
Y(LaBa)Cu3O7, which would have La on half the Ba
sites. Similarly, we consider Y2(LaBa) 2Cu7O» and
Y2(LaBa)2CusOt6 for the 2:4:7 and 2:4:8 compounds.
The compounds Y(LaBa)Cu307 and Sr2Cu03 both con-
tain chains, which are included for comparison. The re-
sulting Madelung site potentials for the copper (VM")
and for the oxygen (V~) sites in the sheet are summa-
rized in Table I. Directly beneath the latter value (and
in parentheses) is the site potential for the apical oxygen
(where the structure contains one). Included in the fifth
column of Table I is the most important parameter,
eh, V~ eV~ —eV~", which is the electrostatic contribu-
tion to the energy difference &&I, of Eq. (1). It is seen
that this energy is large, of order 47 eV. Although the
structures of the Cu02 sheets are virtually the same, the
variations in the position and composition of the coun-
terions give rise to significant varsations in eAV~, by as
much as 3 eV, which is considerably larger than the es-
timated variations in the bandwidth, for example. This
result indicates that the nature of the holes (as O or
Cu+ ) will vary among the copper oxide compounds.

In order to examine possible correlations with the con-
duction properties, we plot in Fig. 2 the dependence on
ehVM of the maximum T, observed for the compounds
in Table I when they are doped with holes. The coordi-
nation of the copper sites is indicated by the symbols and
is seen to correlate with eh, V~.. For four-coordinated
copper sites, eh, VM lies near 46 eV, for five-coordinated
copper near 47-48 eV, while for six oxygen neighbors
eh, VM )49 eV. Thus, the copper coordination can be
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FIG. 3. Schematic figure of the barrier to conduction of
charge between copper and oxygen sites for the ionic (t 0)
model and for the case of finite bandwidth, showing holes self-
trapped on oxygen (copper) sites for large and negative (posi-
tive) ~p, /4t.

used as a rough guide for the value of h, VM, but there are
notable exceptions, due to large apical oxygen distances
and because the Madelung energy involves a sum over
many distant neighbors.

The semiconducting compounds are sho~n in Fig. 2 by
the solid symbols. The most striking feature of these
data is the clear separation between the compounds
which are semiconductors and those which are metallic,
with a well-defined boundary near eAVM 47 eV. The
most dramatic examples of the semiconducting com-
pounds are Sr- and Ca-doped Gd2CuO4 and Nd2Cu04,
which have' ' a hole concentration as high as 10% and
yet their conductivity is more than 4 orders of magnitude
worse than the corresponding La compounds at 300 K.
The infinite-layer compound, Ca086Sroi4CuO2, is also
semiconducting, although it is difficult to dope, ' ' as is
the case for' Na-doped Sr2CuO2C12. A further example
is the chains in YBa2Cu307 which are semiconducting.

One of the effects of covalency in the Cu02 sheets is to
reduce the effective charges on the ions from the ionic
values of Cu+ and O that we have assumed above.
In order to simulate this effect, we have calculated
the Madelung site potentials for Cu+' (O ' )2 and
Cu '(O ' )2 for several of the compounds in Table I.
In these less-ionic-model compounds, we find that the
values of eh, VM do indeed decrease; however, the magni-
tude of the decrease (8.0-8.3 eV per 0.5 change in the
Cu charge) is approximately the same for each com-
pound. Thus, the effect of considering a CuO2 sheet
with reduced charges is to linearly shift the values of
ehVM in Fig. 2 to lower values, but retaining their rela-
tive order.

Let us now consider a simple picture which can ac-
count for the boundary between semiconducting and me-
tallic conductivity. In an ionic model, a hole localized on
a copper site can conduct if it can hop onto a neighbor-
ing oxygen site, which involves an energy barrier of
&- l«~ I

- IEP &E"I. Simila—rly, if the hole were

localized on an oxygen site (AFI, (0), the barrier to
hopping through the copper site would be 6, IAFt, I.
This barrier is plotted in Fig. 3 vs &&I, in the ionic
(t 0) model that we have been discussing. In this sim-
ple case, the conduction would be metallic (i.e., would
have no barrier) at the unique condition AFt, 0. A
finite bandwidth (ta0) broadens the metallic region: If
the barrier is finite, but still less than or comparable to
the bandwidth, the hole would encounter no barrier to
conduction. Because of the interaction with phonons,
these holes may become large polarons but still exhibit
metallic conductivity. However, if the barrier were suf-
ficiently large compared to the bandwidth, the holes
would become severely self-trapped (by phonons and the
doping cations), forming small polarons, and be able to
move only by thermally assisted hopping. ' As shown
schematically in Fig. 3, the holes would be (1) largely lo-
calized on O sites if AF t, /4t 'were large and negative
(to the left in Fig. 3), (2) largely localized on Cu+ sites
if AFt, /4t were large and positive (to the right of Fig. 3),
and (3) metallic in between. In this metallic regime,
holes would be delocalized over both 0 and Cu sites.

Let us now compare Figs. 2 and 3, in order to see how
the compounds in Fig. 2 could fit into the simple conduc-
tivity of Fig. 3. The semiconductors on the left in Fig. 2
have relatively lour values of AVM and hence &&I, than
the metals on the other side of the boundary. These
semiconductors must then correspond to those on the left
in Fig. 3 which have holes localized on O . The con-
clusion is then that the semiconductors have such a large
and negative AF'~ that the holes are strongly centered on
the O sites and become self-trapped, small polarons,
which exhibit thermally assisted hopping (i.e., semicon-
ducting) behavior. The compounds toward the right in

Fig. 2 have apical oxygens, which tend to favor holes on
the copper site, thus decreasing the extreme localization
present in the semiconductors and making metallic con-
ductivity possible. In these metals, the barrier which
tended to localize the holes on O in the semiconductors
is smaller than the bandwidth. Note that this trend con-
tinues for compounds with increasingly larger values of
h, VM to La2CuO4, in which the holes are least favored on
O of all the copper oxides.

We believe that the above conclusions are quite sound.
Three, more speculative extensions are given below:

(1) The semiconducting nature' of PrBa2Cu3O7
would be understood in this picture as caused by the
strong hybridization ' of the Pr ion and the O holes
on the sheets with the (Pr+, O ) excited state. This
hybridization would decrease the energy of the O holes
with respect to those on copper by more than 1 eV, shift-
ing PrBa2Cu3O7 to the left (i.e., semiconducting) side of
the boundary in Fig. 2.

(2) Extending this work to include La2NiO4, we find a
large effective value of ed VM, increased by the 1.67-eV
difference in I3 for the Cu and Ni iona [Eq. (I)].
The semiconducting behavior ' of Sr-doped La2NiO4
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would be understood if this compound belonged in the
semiconducting state to the right of Fig. 3, in which the
holes are localized on Ni+ . Then the metallic phase of
Fig. 3 would be centered near eh, VM —48-49 eV in Fig.
2, compared to the estimate of 45 eV for the purely ionic
model. This conclusion suggests that the metallic nature
of these copper oxides is due to the near degeneracy of
the energies of holes on copper and oxygen sites (in con-
trast to the view that the holes in the superconductors
are largely in oxygen-based orbitals).

(3) An interesting question is whether the holes local-
ized on 0 in the semiconductors condense to form
peroxides, (O2), in the CuO2 sheets.

In conclusion, the variation in conductivity behavior
among a wide variety of copper oxides is caused by the
large variation (up to 3 eV) of the Madelung site poten-
tial induced in the Cu02 sheets by the differences in
the counterions. ' The semiconducting compounds are
shown to have deep holes, self-trapped on the oxygen
sites. The higher coordination of copper in the other
compounds tends to equalize the energies for holes on
copper and oxygen sites and hence allows for delocaliza-
tion and metallic conductivity.
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